Abstract. Sensitivity is extremely important in computer aided material and structural design. The present paper focuses on the sensitivity with respect to the design variables of truck body. This paper proposes a solution procedure of truck body for natural frequency sensitivity calculation in vibration analysis and optimization using a frequency shift combined approximations (FSCA) approach. These sensitivity analysis formulations are based on the reduced basis method and finite difference derivative. Using a shift coefficient, accurate sensitivities of natural frequency can be obtained. Truck body with large degrees of freedom demonstrates the accuracy of the sensitivity reanalysis method. Compared to the exact solution, the proposed method is efficient and easy to implement. With the sensitivity information, satisfying materials and thicknesses can be selected. The proposed method is suitable for material and structural design and optimization.
Introduction
Design sensitivity analysis of materials and structures deals with the calculation of changes of the response caused by the parameters of the structure. The derivatives of responses with respect to the parameters, called the sensitivity information, are commonly used in various problems of engineering analysis and optimization, such as selecting search direction and generating approximations for response of modification.
Several approximate or exact reanalysis methods were established to analyze structures which are changed in process of design and optimization [1] . Reanalysis of structure for linear static problems have been developed since the 1970s [2] . Combined Approximations (CA) approach is one of the most effective methods for solving static displacement equations [3] . After CA method was founded, some extended CA methods were proposed [4] .
Vibration reanalysis methods have been discussed since the early 2000s [5] . Kirsch grafted the CA approach to solve eigenproblems [6] , where approximation results can be obtained by solving a smaller eigenproblem in the reduced subspace composed of several approximation vectors. Combining CA and Rayleigh quotient, Chen developed an extended CA method of eigenproblem reanalysis for large modifications [7] . A modified combined approximations(MCA) method for reanalysis of dynamic problems with many dominant mode shapes was discussed by Geng Zhang [8] . With a suitable frequency-shift, the CA approach allowed to calculate higher modes accurately [9] .
In the optimization procedures of the design process, the sensitivity information is usually needed. But the low computational efficiency due to the repetitive computations is a main obstacle. Therefore, based on CA, sensitivity of displacement was present by Kirsch [10] . Recently, analytical sensitivity reanalysis of static displacement was investigated by using Taylor series expansion and CA method [11] . Reanalysis of eigenvalue and eigenvector sensitivities with CA method when the eigenvalues are repeated was considered by Zhao [12] .
In this study, a novel sensitivity reanalysis of vibration problem is proposed to acquire the derivatives of the eigenvalues, where a new set of basis vectors is calculated by the FSCA method which is compared with traditional CA method. Then approximate sensitivities solution for the original eigenproblem is achieved. The formulas of sensitivity reanalysis are expressed, and a numerical example of truck body is demonstrated for the accuracy. Finally, conclusion is summarized.
Methods
Reanalysis Method for Eigenproblems. Analysis of natural frequency sensitivity is aimed to find which parameter is most important for the natural frequency response of structure within the whole changing parameters, which plays an important role in structural optimization. The solution of large structural sensitivity analysis is one of the most costly computations in the structural design cycle.
In practice, natural frequency has the same mean with eigenvalue in the mathematical model of structural analysis problems. In many applications, it is common for only the eigenvalues which are smallest in modulus to be required.
For a structure with stiffness and mass matrices n n × M respectively, the equation of the first m eigenproblems for structure is The basis vectors are given by Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.
Using Eq. 2, Cholesky decomposition of (0) n n × K can be obtained with the original analysis, calculation of 
is calculated by the backward substitution
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Similarly, the
1 n× r is calculated from (1) ( φ is calculated by Eq. 12. , is closer to the exact solution than X are given by Eq. 17 and Eq. 18, respectively. Exact Sensitivity Analysis of Eigenvalue. Differentiating Eq. 1 with respect to θ and rearranging gives
(21) The derivatives of eigenvalues may be obtained by pre-multiplying Eq. 21 by (25) where, δθ is a predetermined step-size. Finite difference methods are easy to implement and therefore they are attractive in many applications. Eq. 25 requires calculation at two points. For a problem with n design variables, finite difference derivative calculations require repetition of the analysis for 2n+1 different design points. This procedure is usually not efficient by exact eigenvalue analysis. By solving a much smaller eigenproblem using FSCA method, the efficiency can be improved.
Calculations
To demonstrate the accuracy of the derivatives calculation using FSCA method, large finite element truck body model example is presented. Fig. 1 . Comparisons of the natural frequency sensitivities for the first 3 orders are listed in Table 1 . Fig. 1 The truck body, design variables and the original values. 
Conclusions
A sensitivity analysis procedure for natural frequency based on FSCA and finite difference derivative is proposed here. A truck body example verifies the accuracy of the present method, which is also compared to the exact solution and the traditional CA method with finite difference derivative simultaneously. According to the results listed in Table 1 , with only 3 basis vectors selected, errors from proposed method compared to the exact solution are less than 0.5% only except the sensitivity for the 2nd order mode with respect to the design parameter t 3 . The results computed with FSCA method is much better than those calculated by traditional CA method. The matrix order of solution equation can be reduced from 11664*11664 to 30*30 by using FSCA method. And the efficiency is improved obviously. It is expected that the sensitivity analysis using FSCA could reduce the computational cost in problems where repeated analysis is needed in material and structural dynamic optimization.
